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Legal Disclaimer
Please read the following contents carefully before participating in the EDD COIN Token Sale.
Contributions to the EDD COIN Token Sale are used to further the development of the EDD COIN
Project as outlined in this whitepaper (subject to development changes). The EDD COIN Tokens
(EDD) are not securities and do not represent any ownership in EDD COIN. The contents of this
whitepaper are not used for financial promotions. No entity other than EDD COIN can engage in
issuing EDD COIN Tokens and EDD COIN Tokens are intended to operate according to the plan
described in the whitepaper (subject to development changes).
In engaging with EDD COIN and the EDD COIN Community, you confirm full understanding and
compliance of the following:
1. You acknowledge that EDD COIN Tokens do not constitute securities in any jurisdiction.
2. The contents of this whitepaper are not a financial promotion. Therefore, none of the contents
of this whitepaper serve as an invitation or inducement to engage in any sort of investment
activity.
3. You acknowledge that the contents of this whitepaper, the undertaking of EDD COIN Token
Sale, and/or the trading of EDD COIN Tokens, should not be interpreted by you as an
indication of the merits of EDD COIN, including but not limited to, the EDD COIN Tokens, the
EDD COIN Token Sale, the EDD COIN Card, the EDD COIN Wallet and the EDD COIN Exchange.
4. You are fully aware of and understand that you are not eligible to participate in the EDD Coin
Token Sale if you are a citizen, resident (tax or otherwise), or green card holder of countries
where Token Sales are restricted (such as, but not limited to: the United States of America,
Singapore, China, and South Korea).
5. You acknowledge that any information contained in this whitepaper and any current or future
communication from EDD Coin and its members, should not be construed as a guarantee of
profit or benefit in any form, regardless of the time of their occurrence.
6. You acknowledge that there may be known and unknown risks associated with crypto
currencies, such as heavy fluctuations of crypto currency values, innate risks in the crypto
currency industry, which may result in financial losses. You agree that you understand the risks
and are able to bear potential losses in full.
7. You acknowledge that there are risks associated with EDD Coin and its respective business
and operations, the EDD Coin Tokens, the EDD Coin Token Sale, and the EDD Coin
Ecosystem.
8. You acknowledge that the EDD Coin Ecosystem is currently being developed and may
undergo significant changes before release.
9. You acknowledge that EDD Coin may send you emails from time to time, but these email
notices will not ask for confidential information from you. You should not respond to any
suspicious and unofficial inquiries regarding EDD Coin Tokens in order to reduce the possibility
of fraud, phishing attempts, and other schemes perpetrated by malicious third parties.

10. You acknowledge that EDD Coin does not warrant the period of time for which the EDD Coin
Ecosystem will be operational. The EDD Coin Ecosystem may be abandoned for a number of
reasons, including a lack of interest from the public and a lack of funding to develop solutions.
11. After participating in the EDD Coin Token Sale, you will become a EDD Coin Token Holder.
EDD Coin Token Holders will never own any securities or any interest in EDD Coin.
12. To participate in the EDD Coin Token Sale, the contributor needs to confirm that he/she:
-Is legally permitted to purchase or possess tokens in the contributor’s jurisdiction. -Is of a
sufficient age and capability to legally purchase or possess EDD Coin Tokens. -Will take sole
responsibility for any restrictions and risks associated with the purchase of EDD Coin Tokens.
-Has a full and complete understanding of the usage, intricacies, and risk of block chain
based assets.

1. Introduction:
Cryptocurrency, specifically Blockchain, has been proven to be a groundbreaking technology in
society today, yet it is still in the early stages of adoption. Consequently, many new cryptocurrency
concepts are being marketed to bridge the gap between technical complexity and usability of
Blockchain. We at Ether Diamond want to blend both the blockchain technology and smart contract.
Blockchain provides proof of transparency and smart contract provides proof of ownership.
At EDD, we are group of enthusiast and developers who want to use the best of both technologies
(ie: Blockchain and smart contract) we want to apply the principle of Anonymity and
Decentralisation along with Smart Contracts.
The potential in this growing market along with increasing acceptance of cryptocurrencies makes
new projects extremely appealing for start-ups and investors alike. The market for cryptocurrencies
is not fully realized.
2. What is Crypto Currency:

Cryptocurrency is electronic money created with technology controlling its creation and
protecting transactions, while hiding the identities of its users.
Crypto- is short for “cryptography”, and cryptography is computer technology used for
security, hiding information, identities and more. Currency simply means “money currently
in use”.
Cryptocurrencies are a digital cash designed to be quicker, cheaper and more reliable than
our regular government issued money. Instead of trusting a government to create your
money and banks to store, send and receive it, users transact directly with each other and
store their money themselves. Because people can send money directly without a
middleman, transactions are usually very affordable and fast.

3. What is ERC20 Token:
Ethereum Token (ERC20) is a token used on Ethereum Smart contracts, any Ethereum
Tokens (ERC20) are suppose to follow a set of rules. Also the smart contract tokens (ERC20)
issued on Ethereum gives developer the ability to program how the new token issued will
work on the Ethereum Ecosystem,( ie: Number of tokens and so on)
4. What is EDD:
Ether Diamond is ERC20 Token issued on Ethereum Smart contract and blockchain
technology using the value of Diamond. At EDD we want to open the doors to store multiple
major crypto currencies(ie: Bitcoin, Ethereum, Litecoin and so on ) on our web wallet and
Mobile Application. Also we plan to launch EDD Visa card that can be used to withdraw cash
and make purchases at all the locations where Visa card is accepted. We want to give the
power to the users in the form on Decentralisation.
5. Why EDD:
Ether Diamond uses both smart contact and Blockchain technology, whereby making the
transaction faster and cheaper, since the token is issued on Ethereum it prevents the lost of
transactions or any delays in transaction. Also EDD will be first of its kind to use both
Anonymity and smart contract technology.
6. Objectives of EDD:
 To speed up the transaction
 To use both block chain technology and Smart contract
 Listing on Exchanges
 Create an exchange platform to convert Crypto currencies to Fiat currencies and
vice-versa
 Mobile Applications for Android and IOS
 Launch EDD Visa card

7. Road Map:
 Project inception April 2018
 Team Formation June 2018

 Begin Development July 2018
 Legal setup August 2018
 Token Creation September 2018
 Listing on Exchanges after token sale ends February 2019
 Launch of Mobile Application April 2019
 Exchange Platform to convert Crypto currencies into fiat and vice versa August 2019
 Launch EDD Visa Card November 2019

